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ABSTRACT
We study the evolution of galaxy structure since z ∼ 1 to the present. From a Great Observatories Origins Deep
Survey South (GOODS-S) multi-band catalog, we define (blue) luminosity- and mass-weighted samples, limited by
MB  −20 and M  1010 M , comprising 1122 and 987 galaxies, respectively. We extract early-type (ET; E/S0/
Sa) and late-type (LT; Sb-Irr) subsamples by their position in the concentration–asymmetry plane, in which galaxies
exhibit a clear bimodality. We find that the ET fraction, fET , rises with cosmic time, with a corresponding decrease
in the LT fraction, fLT , in both luminosity- and mass-selected samples. However, the evolution of the comoving
number density is very different: the decrease in the total number density of MB  −20 galaxies since z = 1 is due
to the decrease in the LT population, which accounts for ∼75% of the total star formation rate in the range under
study, while the increase in the total number density of M  1010 M galaxies in the same redshift range is due
to the evolution of ETs. This suggests that we need a structural transformation between LT galaxies that form stars
actively and ET galaxies in which the stellar mass is located. Comparing the observed evolution with the gas-rich
major merger rate in GOODS-S, we infer that only ∼20% of the new ET galaxies with M  1010 M appeared
since z ∼ 1 can be explained by this kind of mergers, suggesting that minor mergers and secular processes may be
the driving mechanisms of the structural evolution of intermediate-mass (M ∼ 4 × 1010 M ) galaxies since z ∼ 1.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: interactions – galaxies: structure

the evolution of galaxy properties, i.e., color, mass, or structure,
remains an important open question.
In addition, the redshift evolution of the mass function
suggests that the red sequence grows because star formation
is quenched in the blue cloud (Bell et al. 2007; Ruhland
et al. 2009). Because ∼80% of red sequence galaxies are
morphological early types (ETs) at z  1 (E/S0/Sa; Strateva
et al. 2001; Lotz et al. 2008b), and because the star formation
is located in spiral galaxies (Bell et al. 2005; Jogee et al. 2009),
the blue-to-red transition may be accompanied by a late- to ET
transformation.
In this paper, we study the role of gas-rich major mergers,
selected by morphological criteria, in the structural evolution of
galaxies since z ∼ 1. In a previous paper, López-Sanjuan et al.
(2009a, hereafter L09), we study the major merger rate evolution
in GOODS-S, finding that only ∼10% of z = 0 galaxies with
M  1010 M have undergone a gas-rich major merger since
z ∼ 1. Our goal is, first to quantify the structural evolution, and,
second, to compare it against the merger rate.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we summarize
the GOODS-S data set used, and in Section 3 we develop the
methodology to determine the fractions of ET and late-type (LT)
galaxies versus redshift. Then, in Section 4, we summarize
the obtained early- and LT fractions and comoving number
densities, and their evolution with z, while in Section 5, we
study the role of gas-rich major mergers in the observed ET
evolution. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 6.
We use H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 , ΩM = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7
throughout. All magnitudes are in Vega unless noted otherwise.

1. INTRODUCTION
Local galaxies present two main populations in the color–
magnitude diagram: the red sequence, formed primarily by
old, spheroidal quiescent galaxies, and the blue cloud, formed
primarily by spiral star-forming galaxies (Strateva et al. 2001;
Baldry et al. 2004). It is now well established that such
bimodality is present at higher redshifts (Bell et al. 2004, up
to z ∼ 1; Cassata et al. 2008; Ilbert et al. 2010, up to z ∼ 2;
Kriek et al. 2008, at z ∼ 2.3), and appears to be strongly
linked to mass: more massive galaxies were the first to finish
forming their stars and populating the red sequence. This mass
dependence has been dubbed downsizing (Cowie et al. 1996):
massive galaxies having experienced most of their star formation
at early times and being passive by z ∼ 1, and many among
the less massive galaxies experience extended star formation
histories (see Bundy et al. 2006, Scarlata et al. 2007a, PérezGonzález et al. 2008, and references therein).
These results are not immediately expected from the popular
hierarchical ΛCDM models, in which the most massive dark
matter halos are the final stage of successive mergers of
smaller halos. However, whether downsizing poses an important
problem for ΛCDM depends on the correct understanding of the
baryonic physics, for which models are making recent progress
(see Bower et al. 2006, De Lucia & Blaizot 2007, Stewart et al.
2009, Hopkins et al. 2009d, and references therein), as well
as on proper accounting of the dependency of the halo merger
history with environment. Because of that, the role of galaxy
mergers in the buildup of the red sequence, and their impact on
1170
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2. GOODS-S DATA SET
2.1. Galaxy Samples

We work with the galaxy catalog from the Great Observatories Origins Deep Survey South (GOODS-S)7 field by the
Spitzer Legacy Team (Giavalisco et al. 2004). We used the version 1.0 catalogs8 and reduced mosaics in the F 435W (B435 ),
F 606W (V606 ), F 775W (i775 ), and F 850LP (z850 ) Hubble
Space Telescope/Advanced Camera for Surveys (HST/ACS)
bands. These catalogs were cross-correlated using a 1. 5 search
radius with the GOODS-S Infrared Array Camera (IRAC) selected sample in the Rainbow cosmological database9 published
in Pérez-González et al. (2008; see also Pérez-González et al.
2005 and G. Barro et al. 2010, in preparation), which provided
us with spectral energy distributions (SEDs) in the UV-to-MIR
range, well-calibrated and with reliable photometric redshifts,
stellar masses, star formation rates, and rest-frame absolute magnitudes.
We refer the reader to the mentioned papers for a more
detailed description of the data included in the SEDs and
the analysis procedure. Here, we summarize briefly the main
characteristics of the data set. The Rainbow database contains
consistent aperture photometry in several UV, optical, NIR, and
MIR bands with the method described in Pérez-González et al.
(2008). UV-to-MIR SEDs were built for 4927 IRAC sources in
the GOODS-S region down to a 75% completeness magnitude
[3.6] = 23.5 mag (AB). These SEDs were fitted to stellar
population and dust emission models to obtain estimates of
the photometric redshift (zphot ), the stellar mass (M ), and the
rest-frame B-band absolute magnitude (MB ).
Rest-frame absolute B-band magnitudes were estimated for
each source by convolving the templates fitting the SED with
the transmission curve of a typical Bessel-B filter, taking into
account the redshift of each source. This procedure provided
us with accurate interpolated B-band magnitudes including a
robustly estimated K-correction. Stellar masses were estimated
using the exponential star formation PEGASE01 models with
a Salpeter (1955) initial mass function (IMF) and various
ages, metallicities, and dust contents included. The typical
uncertainties in the stellar masses are a factor of ∼2, typical of
most stellar population studies (see, e.g., Papovich et al. 2006;
Fontana et al. 2006).
The median accuracy of the photometric redshifts at z < 1.5
is |zspec − zphot |/(1 + zspec ) = 0.4, with a fraction <5% of catastrophic outliers (Pérez-González et al. 2008, Figure B2). In the
present paper, we use σzphot = σδz (1 + zphot ) as zphot uncertainty,
where σδz is the standard deviation in the distribution of the
variable δz ≡ (zphot − zspec )/(1 + zphot ), that is well described by
a Gaussian with mean μδz ∼ 0 and σδz (see López-Sanjuan et al.
2009b for details). We take σδz = 0.043 for z  0.9 sources and
σδz = 0.05 for z > 0.9 sources.
From the Rainbow catalog described above, we defined two
samples in the range 0.1  z < 1.3. One sample is selected in
luminosity, MB  −20 (∼MB∗ at z ∼ 0; Faber et al. 2007),
which comprises 1122 sources. The value of MB∗ is 1 mag
brighter at z ∼ 1 than locally (Gabasch et al. 2004; Ilbert et al.
2005; Faber et al. 2007), evolution that reflects the descent in
the star formation rate density of the universe since z ∼ 1 (e.g.,
Hopkins & Beacom 2006). Hence, if we assume a constant MB
7
8
9

http://www.stsci.edu/science/goods/
http://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/goods/
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cut, we select different areas of the luminosity function at each
redshift, biasing our results. However, L09 show that asymmetry
as reliable morphological indicator in GOODS-S is valid only
for MB  −20 galaxies, so we decided to use this constant
cut, instead of an evolving one, to ensure good statistics. This
selection introduces a bias in our results, so it is important take
it into account when we interpret the evolution of the comoving
number density of galaxies with redshift (Section 4.1). The
second sample is selected in mass, M  1010 M (∼0.1 M∗
at z ∼ 0; Pérez-González et al. 2008), which comprises 987
galaxies. In this case, M∗ evolves little, if any, since z ∼ 1
(Pozzetti et al. 2007; Pérez-González et al. 2008; Marchesini
et al. 2009), so we decide to use a constant selection in mass
that ensures 75% completeness for passively evolving galaxies
in the range under study (see L09 for details).
2.2. Morphological Indices
We use concentration (C; Abraham et al. 1994) and asymmetry (A; Abraham et al. 1996) indices to perform our structural
study. Concentration is defined as
 
r80
C = 5 × log
,
(1)
r20
where r20 and r80 are the circular radii which contain 20%
and 80% of the total galaxy flux, respectively. Concentration
correlates with several properties of galaxies, as bulge-to-total
ratio (Strateva et al. 2001; Conselice 2003), absolute B-band
magnitude (Conselice 2003), or stellar mass (Conselice 2006a).
For details about concentration measurements, see Bershady
et al. (2000).
The asymmetry index is defined as


|I0 − I180 |
|B0 − B180 |


A=
−
,
(2)
|I0 |
|I0 |
where I0 and B0 are the original galaxy and background images,
I180 and B180 are the original galaxy and background images
rotated 180◦ , and the summation spans all the pixels of the
images. The background image is a sky source-free section
of 50 × 50 pixels. This index gives us information over the
source distortions, and we can use it to identify recent merger
systems which are highly distorted (e.g., Conselice 2003; De
Propris et al. 2007; Bridge et al. 2007; López-Sanjuan et al.
2009b). All details about the measurement of the asymmetry
index in the HST/ACS images of GOODS-S sources are given
in L09, with similar techniques having been applied for the
measurement of the C index. To avoid statistical morphological
K-corrections and to deal with the loss of information with
redshift (i.e., spatial resolution degradation and cosmological
dimming), we determined C and A indices in B-band rest-frame
galaxy images, which were artificially redshifted to a unique,
representative redshift, zd = 1. This provides an homogeneous
data set to perform structural studies in GOODS-S.
2.3. Major Merger Rates
We use the major merger rates from L09 thought this paper.
In that work, we selected as major merger remnants those
galaxies with high values of the asymmetry index (A > 0.3). We
performed that study for M  1010 M galaxies up to z ∼ 1
in the same mass-selected sample that we use in the present
paper (Section 2.1), and we took into account the effect of
observational errors in z and A, which overestimate the merger
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fraction due to the spillover of normal sources to the highasymmetry regime by maximum likelihood (ML) techniques
developed in López-Sanjuan et al. (2008). We obtain lower
mph
merger fractions (fm  5%) than other determinations also
based on morphology (e.g., Lotz et al. 2008b; Conselice et al.
2009), but are in good agreement with those from LópezSanjuan et al. (2009b) in the Groth Strip, applying the same
methodology as that of ours, and those from Jogee et al. (2009)
in Galaxy Evolution from Morphology and SEDs10 (GEMS)
by eye-ball inspection of the sources. To obtain the merger rate
( m ) from the merger fraction, we assume Pérez-González et al.
(2008) mass functions and a typical timescale of TA ∼ 0.5 Gyr
(Conselice 2006b; Lotz et al. 2008a; Conselice 2009; Lotz et al.
2009).
The methodology in L09 is only sensitive to gas-rich major
mergers (i.e., at least one of the merging galaxies is a LT, gas-rich
galaxy): asymmetry as merger indicator is calibrated in the local
universe with ultraluminous infrared galaxies (Conselice 2003),
while TA is determined by N-body simulations of gas-rich major
mergers (Conselice 2006b; Lotz et al. 2008a). In a forthcoming
paper, we show that nearly all the high-asymmetry galaxies in
our sample are also star-forming galaxies, supporting the notion
that we are only sensitive to gas-rich mergers (C. López-Sanjuan
et al. 2010, in preparation.).
3. THE CONCENTRATION–ASYMMETRY BIMODALITY
Concentration and asymmetry indices are useful to segregate galaxies by their structure, i.e., bulge-dominated galaxies
(E/S0/Sa, ET galaxies in the following), and disk-dominated
galaxies and irregulars (Sb-Irr, LT galaxies in the following;
Bershady et al. 2000; Lauger et al. 2005a; Menanteau et al.
2006; Yagi et al. 2006; Huertas-Company et al. 2008; Neichel
et al. 2008). To segregate galaxies by their morphology we need
an index as the cumpliness (S; Conselice 2003), or the bumpiness (B; Blakeslee et al. 2006), which give us information about
the distribution of the star formation in the galaxy (van der Wel
2008). On the other hand, high values of the asymmetry index
select gas-rich major merger remnants (Section 2.3).
In Figure 1, we show the distribution of the 757 galaxies
in the catalog with MB  −20 and 0.35  z < 1.1, which
present two different populations, in agreement with Zamojski
et al. (2007) and Conselice et al. (2009). One population is
associated with ET galaxies, with its maximum at (C, A) =
(3.25, 0.09), and the other with LT galaxies, with its maximum
at (C, A) = (2.52, 0.17), as shown by Ilbert et al. (2006).
We determined the positions of the two peaks in (C, A) space
as follows: first we fitted the histogram in the concentration
space with two Gaussians, which gave us the concentration
values of the two peaks as well as the minimum between
them (C = 2.9). Then, we fitted the asymmetry histogram of
C < 2.9 and C > 2.9 galaxies with a simple Gaussian to obtain
the asymmetry maxima. In Figure 1, we also show the three
areas that we use to segregate galaxies: gas-rich major mergers
(A > 0.3; see L09), ET galaxies (A < 0.3 ∩ A < 0.3C − 0.75),
and LT galaxies (A < 0.3 ∩ A > 0.3C − 0.75). The limit
A = 0.3C − 0.75 was chosen to optimize the ET/LT separation
(see the following section for details).
3.1. Early- and Late-type Fraction Determination
The first goal of this paper is to study the fraction of
ET (fET ) and LT galaxies (fLT ) as a function of redshift. To
10
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Figure 1. Distribution in the concentration–asymmetry plane of the 757 galaxies
in the catalog with MB  −20 and 0.35  z < 1.1. The black lines mark the
different structural areas: ET galaxies (E/S0/Sa), LT galaxies (Sb-Irr), and
gas-rich major mergers. The contours show number of galaxies (see the right
legend).

obtain reliable ET and LT fractions we used ML techniques.
López-Sanjuan et al. (2008) developed a two-dimensional ML
method to determine merger fractions from the asymmetry in
galaxy images; the method is far superior to classical source
counting, as, with source counting, measurement errors cause
source spillover to neighboring bins. The ML method has been
successfully used to measure the gas-rich merger fraction in
Groth strip (López-Sanjuan et al. 2009b) and in GOODS-S
(L09), and we apply it here for the determination of fET and
fLT . We refer the reader to López-Sanjuan et al. (2008) for all
the details about the ML method and its assumptions. The main
difficulty in the application of the ML method in the present
study is that it works in two dimensions, whereas our problem
has three dimensions: C, A, and the redshift z.
We could work in (C, z) space and use as selection limit the
condition C = 2.9, which marks the separation between ET and
LT populations in concentration space (see the previous section).
However, this selects galaxies with A > 0.3, i.e., gas-rich major
mergers as ET and LT galaxies. Indeed, the separation between
ETs and LTs is oblique in Figure 1 and is well described by
A = 0.3C − 0.75 (drawn in the figure). If we define a second
variable CA ≡ A − 0.3C + 0.75, LT galaxies and major mergers
have CA > 0, while ET galaxies have CA < 0. That is, the
fraction of ET galaxies is fET = fCA<0 , while the fraction
mph
mph
of LT galaxies is fLT = fCA>0 − fm , where fm is the
morphological merger fraction reported by L09. The error in
2
the new variable CA is σCA
= σA2 + 0.09σC2 .
How are the results affected by the selection limit? We
determined fET with three different limits: C = 2.9, A =
0.3C − 0.75, and A = 56 C − 2.30. We find that all the values of
fET are consistent within 1σ with our preferred condition, A =
0.3C − 0.75, in the three redshift ranges under study, namely,
z1 = [0.35, 0.6), z2 = [0.6, 0.85), and z3 = [0.85, 1.1). We
select these particular ranges to resemble those in L09. Because
the particular election of the selection limit does not bias our
results, we use the limit A = 0.3C − 0.75 in the following.
3.2. Large-scale Structure Effect
It is well known that the more prominent large-scale structure
(LSS) in the GOODS-S field is located at redshift z = 0.735
(Ravikumar et al. 2007). The next two more important ones
are located at z = 0.66 and z = 1.1. The former is an
overdensity in redshift space, but not in the sky plane, while
the latter is a cluster, but comprises an order of magnitude
fewer sources than the z = 0.735 structure (145 versus 12;
Adami et al. 2005). Because of this, we concentrate on the
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Figure 2. Position in the sky plane of the M  1010 M galaxies in the more
prominent LSS in GOODS-S field (z = 0.735). Bullets are ET galaxies, open
squares are LT galaxies, and gray triangles are gas-rich major mergers.
Table 1
Early-type Fraction in GOODS-S at 0.6  z < 0.85
nLSS

w/ LSS a

w/o LSS b

LSS (z = 0.735)c

MB  −20

72
94

0.332+0.033
−0.030
0.439+0.035
−0.033

0.634+0.045
−0.051

 1010

0.397+0.029
−0.027
0.509+0.029
−0.027

Sample Selection
M

M

0.697+0.041
−0.047

Notes.
a Early-type fraction in the sample with LSS sources.
b Early-type fraction in the sample without LSS sources.
c Early-type fraction in the LSS.

LSS at z = 0.735 and ignore other structures in GOODSS. In order to check the effect of this LSS in our derived
structural fractions, we recalculated the ET fraction in the
range z2 = [0.6, 0.85) by excluding the sources within δv 
1500 km s−1 (δz ∼ 0.01) of z = 0.735 (Rawat et al. 2008; L09).
In Table 1, we summarize the number of sources in the LSS for
each sample (nLSS ), the ET fractions in the LSS, and the ET
fractions in the field, both in the samples with and without
LSS sources. The value of fET in the samples without LSS
sources is ∼0.07 lower than the determination in the whole
sample. More importantly, both values are incompatible at 1σ .
This fact explains the high ET fraction found by Lauger et al.
(2005b) at that redshift in their GOODS-S field study. Because
of this, in the following, we use the structural fractions obtained
from the samples without LSS sources. On the other hand,
LSS
field
fET
∼ 1.8fET
, that is, the ET fraction is higher in dense
environments. In Figure 2, we show the position in the sky plane
of ET (bullets), LT (open squares), and major mergers (gray
triangles) for M  1010 M galaxies in the LSS: ET galaxies
are concentrated in more populated regions, while LT galaxies
are located in the outskirts of the structure, as expected by the
morphology–density relation (Dressler 1980). In addition, the
three gas-rich major mergers in the LSS are also located in
the outskirts, a natural consequence of the external location of
their progenitors, i.e., LT galaxies (see also Heiderman et al.
2009).
4. THE STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF GOODS-S
GALAXIES
We summarize in Table 2 the structural fractions for MB 
−20 galaxies in three redshift ranges: z1 = [0.35, 0.6), z2 =
[0.6, 0.85), and z3 = [0.85, 1.1). The fraction of ET galaxies
increases with cosmic time, while the fraction of LT galaxies decreases. Note that errors are formal and do not take into account
cosmic variance, denoted σv ; following Somerville et al. (2004),
we expect σv ∼ 20%. In the top panel of Figure 3, we show

Figure 3. ET (white) and LT galaxy fraction (gray) vs. redshift. Top: structural
fractions for MB  −20 galaxies: this work (squares), Lotz et al. (2008b,
diamonds), Ilbert et al. (2006, inverted triangles), Scarlata et al. (2007b,
triangles), Driver et al. (2006, stars), and Conselice (2006a, pentagons). Bottom:
structural fractions for M  1010 M galaxies: this work (circles), and
Mandelbaum et al. (2006, triangles). In both panels, the redshift errors show
the redshift range covered for each data, while black (gray) line is the linear
least-squares fit to the fET (fLT ) data.
Table 2
Structural Fractions of MB  −20 Galaxies
z

fET

fLT

0.475

0.371+0.057
−0.048

0.603+0.051
−0.059

0.725

0.332+0.033
−0.030

0.637+0.032
−0.037

0.975

0.225+0.027
−0.024

0.732+0.026
−0.031

our results (squares) with those from the literature: diamonds
are the ET and LT fractions provide by Lotz et al. (2008b) for
MB  −18.8 − 1.3z galaxies in the All-wavelength Extended
Groth Strip International Survey (AEGIS11 ; Davis et al. 2007),
which mimic our selection criteria at z ∼ 0.9. Pentagons are
from Conselice (2006a) for MB  −20 galaxies in the RC312
(Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies; de Vaucouleurs
et al. 1991): we take ET = E/S0 and early-disks, while LT =
late-disks and irregulars (his Table 1). Triangles and inverted
triangles are obtained integrating the morphological luminosity
functions (MLF) provided by Scarlata et al. (2007b) at z = 0.7,
and Ilbert et al. (2006) at 0.05 < z < 1.2, respectively. In both
cases, we integrated the MLF for galaxies brighter than MB =
−20. Ilbert et al. (2006) perform their study in the GOODSS field and segregate galaxies in ET/LT by their positions in
the C–A plane, a similar methodology to ours. Scarlata et al.
(2007b) use Zurich Estimator of Structural Types (ZEST) in the
11
12

http://aegis.ucolick.org/
http://heasarc.nasa.gov/W3Browse/all/rc3.html
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Table 3
Structural Fractions of M  1010 M Galaxies
z

fET

fLT

0.475

0.547+0.055
−0.050
0.439+0.035
−0.033
0.349+0.034
−0.031

0.445+0.051
−0.056

0.725
0.975

0.539+0.034
−0.037
0.614+0.033
−0.038

Cosmological Evolution Survey (COSMOS13 ; Scoville et al.
2007) to classify ∼10,000 galaxies in several morphological
types: E/S0 (T1), disks (T2, divided in four subtypes by their
Sérsic index) and irregulars (T3). We take ET = T1 + T2.0, while
mph
mph
LT = T2.1 + T2.2 + T2.3 + T3 −fm (0.7), where fm (0.7)
is the morphological merger fraction at z = 0.7 from L09. This
selects disks with the Sérsic index n > 2.5 as bulge-dominated
galaxies (Mandelbaum et al. 2006; Trujillo et al. 2007; Dahlen
et al. 2007). Finally, stars are obtained integrating the n  2
(ETs) and n < 2 (LTs) luminosity functions provided by Driver
et al. (2006) from Millennium Galaxy Catalog (MGC14 ; Liske
et al. 2003). They found that their z ∼ 0.1 galaxies present a
bimodality in n, with a minimum at n ∼ 2. In the three previous
cases, we determine the uncertainty in structural fractions by
varying 1σ , the value of MB∗ in the integration. The top panel
of Figure 3 shows that, when we use a similar luminosity and
structural selection, all fET and fLT are in good agreement. The
linear least-squares fit to the data yields
fET (z) = (0.56 ± 0.02) − (0.35 ± 0.02)z,

(3)

fLT (z) = (0.43 ± 0.02) + (0.30 ± 0.03)z.

(4)

With these fits, we infer that ET galaxies are the dominant
MB  −20 population by number since z ∼ 0.2.
In Table 3, we summarize the structural fractions for M 
1010 M galaxies. The fraction of ET galaxies increases with
cosmic time, as in the previous case, but fET in the mass-selected
sample is higher than in the luminosity-selected sample in all the
redshift intervals under study. In the bottom panel of Figure 3,
we show our results (circles) with those from Mandelbaum et al.
(2006, triangles). They provide fET (n > 2.5) and fLT (n < 2.5)
for ∼33,000 M  1010 M galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS15 ; Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2006). The linear
least-squares fit to the data yields
fET (z) = (0.60 ± 0.04) − (0.24 ± 0.06)z,

(5)

fLT (z) = (0.40 ± 0.04) + (0.19 ± 0.06)z.

(6)

With these fits, we infer that ET galaxies are the dominant
M  1010 M population by the number since z ∼ 0.5, a higher
redshift than in the luminosity-selected sample. Although in the
range of study a linear function is a good approximation to the
observed evolution, we expect that a power-law function may
provide a better parameterization when higher redshift data are
available (e.g., Fontana et al. 2009).

13
14
15

http://cosmos.astro.caltech.edu/index.html
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Figure 4. ET (white) and LT comoving number density (gray) vs. redshift. Top:
structural number density for MB  −20 galaxies: this work (squares), Lotz
et al. (2008b, diamonds), Ilbert et al. (2006, inverted triangles), Scarlata et al.
(2007b, triangles), Driver et al. (2006, stars), and Conselice (2006a, pentagons).
Bottom: structural fractions for M  1010 M galaxies: this work (circles),
and Mandelbaum et al. (2006, triangles). In both panels the redshift error bars
show the redshift range covered for each data, while black (gray) line is the
linear least-squares fit to the ρET (ρLT ) data.
Table 4
Comoving Number Densities of MB  −20 Galaxies in GOODS-S
z

ρET
(10−3 Mpc−3 )

ρLT
(10−3 Mpc−3 )

ρtot (MB )
(10−3 Mpc−3 )

0.475
0.725
0.975

1.02 ± 0.15
1.16 ± 0.10
0.96 ± 0.11

1.73 ± 0.15
2.26 ± 0.12
3.16 ± 0.12

2.77
3.50
4.28

4.1. Comoving Number Density Evolution
To better understand the structural evolution of galaxies since
z = 1, in this section we study the comoving number density of
ET (ρET ) and LT galaxies (ρLT ) as a function of redshift:
ρET (z, M) = fET (z, M)ρtot (z, M),

(7)

ρLT (z, M) = fLT (z, M)ρtot (z, M),

(8)

where M = MB [M ] is the selection criteria, and ρtot (z, M)
is the comoving number density at redshift z of galaxies more
luminous [massive] than MB [M ]. To obtain ρtot (z, MB ), we
assume the Faber et al. (2007) luminosity function parameters,
while to obtain ρtot (z, M ) we assume the Pérez-González et al.
(2008) mass function parameters.
We summarize in Table 4 the comoving number density
for MB  −20 galaxies. The number density of LT galaxies
decreases with cosmic time, while ET number density is roughly
constant. In the top panel of Figure 4, we show the number
density data of this work and those from literature, obtained by
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applying Equations (7) and (8) to the fractions in Figure 3. The
linear least-squares fit to all data yields
log10 (ρET ) = (−3.01 ± 0.03) + (0.03 ± 0.04)z,

(9)

log10 (ρLT ) = (−3.14 ± 0.02) + (0.67 ± 0.02)z.

(10)

The number density of LT galaxies at z = 0 is ∼20% the value
at z = 1, while ρET ∼ constant.
The total number density of MB  −20 galaxies decreases
by a factor of 3 since z = 1, a reflection of the global decline in
the star formation rate density of the universe as ∼ (1 + z)4 (e.g.,
Lilly et al. 1996; Hopkins & Beacom 2006; Pérez-González
et al. 2005; Tresse et al. 2007; Villar et al. 2008). Because both
the number densities of LT galaxies and that of gas-rich major
mergers decrease with cosmic time (e.g., L09), we ask which of
these two populations drives the decrease in the star formation
rate density of the universe.
We define the ratio between the star formation rate in a given
population (SFRpop ) and the star formation rate in major merger
systems (SFRm ) as
Rpop ≡

SFRpop
μpop fpop Tm,A
=
,
mph T
SFRm

SF fm

(11)

mph

where fm and fpop are the morphological major merger fraction
(i.e., gas-rich; Section 2.3), and the fraction of galaxies of a
given population, respectively, μpop is the fraction of galaxies
in the population that are forming stars actively, SF is the star
formation in an interacting system respect to the median in
isolated galaxies, T is the time over which the star formation
is enhanced in an interaction, and Tm,A is the timescale over
which one major merger is selected as high-asymmetric source
by L09 methodology. In Equation (11), we have assumed that all
the gas-rich major mergers have enhanced star formation, and
we do not take into account dry mergers that have negligible
star formation. With this definition, the total star formation rate
(SFRtot ) in a given redshift range is
SFRtot = (RLT + RET + 1)SFRm ,

fSF,m =

1
.
RLT + RET + 1

Table 5
Comoving Number Densities of M  1010 M Galaxies in GOODS-S

(13)

Because most of the red galaxies are ETs (Lotz et al. 2008b),
we assume that μET = 0 (i.e., all ET galaxies are passive), and
RET = 0. On the other hand, most of the blue galaxies are LTs
(Lotz et al. 2008b), so we take μLT = 1. With these assumptions
the star formation rate is more important in LT galaxies than in
major merger systems if RLT > 1 and vice versa if RLT < 1.
To compare the results with previous works, we restrict our
mph
study to the range 0.4  z < 0.8, in which fm = 0.026+0.014
−0.009
+0.028
and fLT = 0.610−0.032 . We assume that Tm,A = 0.475 ± 0.125
Gyr (L09), SF = 1.50 ± 0.25 (Robaina et al. 2009; see also
Lin et al. 2007; Li et al. 2008; Knapen & James 2009), and
T = 2.0 ± 0.25 Gyr (di Matteo et al. 2007; Cox et al. 2008).
With these values we obtain RLT = 3.7+1.9
−2.5 , that is, the bulk of
the star formation in the range 0.4  z < 0.8 is located in LT
galaxies, and major mergers account for ∼20% of the total star
formation rate, in quantitative agreement with Bell et al. (2005),
Wolf et al. (2005), Jogee et al. (2009), or Sobral et al. (2009).

z

ρET
(10−3 Mpc−3 )

ρLT
(10−3 Mpc−3 )

ρtot (M )
(10−3 Mpc−3 )

0.475
0.725
0.975

3.41 ± 0.33
2.12 ± 0.16
1.28 ± 0.12

2.82 ± 0.36
2.60 ± 0.17
2.29 ± 0.13

6.29
4.83
3.71

Following Robaina et al. (2009), we can also obtain the
fraction of SFRtot that is triggered directly by mergers:
tri
fSF,m
=

SF − 1
SF − 1
.
fSF,m =
SF
SF (RLT + RET + 1)

(14)

tri
If we assume that RET = 0, as previously, then fSF,m
= 7+8
−2 %,
a low value in good agreement with Robaina et al. (2009): they
tri
infer that fSF,m
= 8% ± 3% in GEMS16 (Rix et al. 2004), at the
same redshift range, and by studying the correlation function
of M  1010 M blue galaxies. If we repeat this study in the
range 0.85  z < 1.1, we obtain RLT = 2.4 (i.e., ∼30% of
the total star formation is located in major mergers at z ∼ 1),
tri
and fSF,m
∼ 9%. Our values are also in good agreement with
Hopkins & Hernquist (2010); they inferred the merger-induced
burst history up to z ∼ 2 from the luminosity profiles of local
E/S0 galaxies, finding that ∼5%–10% of total star formation
is triggered by mergers, independently of redshift. Finally, our
results are the same if we use the mass-selected sample.
In Table 5, we summarize the number densities for M 
1010 M galaxies. In this case, the behavior is the opposite than
in the luminosity-selected sample: the number densities of ET
and LT galaxies increase with cosmic time. This increase is more
important for ET galaxies. In the bottom panel of Figure 4,
we show the number density data of this work (circles) and
those from Mandelbaum et al. (2006, triangles). The linear leastsquares fits to the data are

(12)

while the fraction of the total star formation located in major
merger systems is
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log10 (ρET ) = (−2.19 ± 0.04) − (0.68 ± 0.06)z,

(15)

log10 (ρLT ) = (−2.37 ± 0.03) − (0.29 ± 0.05)z.

(16)

The ET population increases its number density by a factor of
5 between z = 1 and z = 0, while LT galaxies increase by a
factor of 2 in the same range. Because ∼40% of M  1010 M
galaxies in the local universe are in place at z = 1 (PérezGonzález et al. 2008), the increase in the number density of
these galaxies since z = 1 is primarily due to the increase in
ρET . As in the previous section, we expect that a power-law
function may provide a better parameterization than the linear
when higher redshift data are available (e.g., Taylor et al. 2009).
If we fit a power-law function to the ρET data, ρET (z) ∝ (1 + z)α ,
we obtain α = −2.3 ± 0.2, while Taylor et al. (2009) find
α = −1.70 ± 0.14 for M  1011 M red sequence galaxies. If
we assume that most red sequence galaxies are ETs (Lotz et al.
2008b), this implies that red massive galaxies evolve less in
number density than less massive ones since z ∼ 1, in agreement
with Ferreras et al. (2009).
The results of this section suggest that we need a structural
transformation in the range 0 < z < 1 between LT galaxies,
which form stars actively, and ET galaxies, in which stellar mass
is located, in agreement with Bell et al. (2007), Vergani et al.
(2008), or Ruhland et al. (2009). The question is, can gas-rich
major mergers drive this structural transformation?
16
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5. THE ROLE OF GAS-RICH MAJOR MERGERS IN THE
STRUCTURAL EVOLUTION OF INTERMEDIATE-MASS
GALAXIES
To explore the role of gas-rich major mergers in the structural
evolution of M  1010 M galaxies, we define the fraction of
new ETs that appears between z2 and z1 due to gas-rich major
mergers, fET,m , as
fET,m (z1 , z2 ) ≡

ρrem (z1 , z2 )
ρET,m (z1 , z2 )
=
,
new
ρET
(z1 , z2 )
ρET (z1 ) − ρET (z2 )

(17)

where ρET,m (z1 , z2 ) is the number density of new ETs due to gasnew
rich mergers, and ρET
(z1 , z2 ) is the total number density of new
ETs. We assume that each gas-rich major merger remnant is an
ET galaxy (Naab et al. 2006a; Rothberg & Joseph 2006a, 2006b;
Hopkins et al. 2008, 2009b), so ρET,m (z1 , z2 ) = ρrem (z1 , z2 ),
being
 z2
dz
n−1
ρrem (z1 , z2 ) =
,
(18)
m (0)(1 + z)
H0 E(z)
z1

where E(z) = ΩΛ + ΩM (1 + z)3 in a flat universe, m (0) =
(0.3 ± 0.1) × 10−4 Mpc−3 Gyr−1 , and n = 3.5 ± 0.4 (merger
rate parameters are those from L09). Using the results of the
previous section, we infer that fET,m (0, 1) = 17+10
−7 %. The
errors take into account the uncertainties in the merger rate and
number density parameters. This value implies that gas-rich
major mergers cannot explain the observed structural evolution.
Interestingly, if we extrapolate the observed tendencies up to
z2 = 1.5, we obtain that fET,m (1, 1.5) ∼ 100%. That is, gas-rich
major mergers could be the dominant process in ETs formation
at z  1. Although extrapolating our results beyond z = 1 is
risky and more data in the range 1 < z < 2 are needed to
explore the suggested picture, the very different behavior in the
two redshift intervals makes our results qualitatively reliable.
How are our results modified by spheroid–spheroid (dry)
mergers? The L09 methodology is only sensitive to gas-rich
mergers (Section 2.3), so the role of dry mergers cannot be
measured directly in this work. However, we can estimate the
effect of dry mergers in our results: if we assume that a dry
merger between two ET galaxies leads to another ET galaxy
(González-Garcı́a & van Albada 2003; González-Garcı́a et al.
2006; Naab et al. 2006b; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2006; Hopkins
et al. 2009c), then each dry merger remnant represents the
new
disappearance of one ET galaxy. That is, the value of ρET
(z1 , z2 )
in Equation (17) could be higher due to dry mergers. In addition,
some of our observed gas-rich mergers may be spiral–spheroid
(mixed) mergers that conserve the number of ET galaxies (i.e.,
only spiral–spiral wet mergers create new spheroids). Because
of this, the value of ρrem (z1 , z2 ) in Equation (17) could be lower
due to mixed mergers. In summary, our fET,m (0, 1) value is at
least an upper limit to the importance of gas-rich major mergers
in the structural evolution of M  1010 M galaxies.
5.1. Comparison with Previous Studies
In this section, we compare our result with those in literature.
Bundy et al. (2009) perform a close pair study in GOODS-South
and North, and compare the formation rate of new spheroids
against their measured gas-rich (wet + mixed) merger rate.
From their results, we infer fET,m (0.4, 0.9) ∼ 16+24
−10 % for
log(M /M ) ∼ 10.7 galaxies17 that compares well with our
17
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value in the same redshift range, fET,m (0.4, 0.9) = 26+15
−10 %, for
the main galaxy in our mass sample, which has log(M /M ) ∼
10.6. Although we include Sa galaxies in our definition of
ET galaxy, the conclusion from both works is similar: less
than half of the new intermediate-mass ETs that appeared at
0.4 < z < 0.9 come from gas-rich major mergers.
In their work, Wild et al. (2009) studied post-starburst (PSB)
galaxies in COSMOS and their role in red sequence assembly.
The spectra of PSB indicate that the formation of O- and
early-B-type stars has suddenly ceased in the galaxy, while
the simulations performed by Johansson et al. (2008) find that
the PSB phase can only be reached by gas-rich major merger
remnants. In L09, we show that the gas-rich merger rate and
the PSB rate of M  1010 M galaxies at 0.5 < z < 1.0
are similar, supporting PSB galaxies as descendants of our gasrich mergers. In addition, most of the red sequence galaxies are
ETs (e.g., Lotz et al. 2008b), so we can compare the fraction
of red sequence mass from PSB galaxies at 0.5 < z < 1.0,
+17
38+4
−11 %, with fET,m (0.5, 1) = 34−13 %. Despite the different
methodologies and assumptions, the agreement between both
studies is remarkable.
Other works also study the impact of mergers in ETs evolution. Bundy et al. (2007) compare the evolution of the virial
mass functions of halos hosting spheroidals with the merger
rates predicted by cosmological simulations, concluding that
major mergers are insufficient to explain the observed increase
in ET population. Lotz et al. (2008b) use morphological indices
to study the major merger rate to z ∼ 1.2 in a B-band selected
sample (LB > 0.4L∗B ) and compare it against the evolution
of E/S0/Sa galaxies. They find that all the ET evolution can
be explained by major mergers, although the effect of observational errors that tend to overestimate systematically the merger
fraction by morphological indices (López-Sanjuan et al. 2008)
makes their result an upper limit.
Summarizing, our results are in good agreement with previous
works when a similar mass selection is applied. At higher stellar
masses the picture is different: the merger fraction depends on
stellar mass (de Ravel et al. 2009; Bundy et al. 2009), having
M  1011 M galaxies higher pair fractions than less massive
ones, and being red pairs more common at these masses (Bundy
et al. 2009). This suggests dry mergers as an important process
in the evolution of massive galaxies since z ∼ 1 (e.g., Bell
et al. 2004; Lin et al. 2008; Ilbert et al. 2010). The size (Trujillo
et al. 2007; Buitrago et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2008;
van der Wel et al. 2008) and velocity dispersion evolution
(Cenarro & Trujillo 2009) of M  1011 M ET galaxies since
z ∼ 2 also supports the importance of mergers, specially the
impact of minor mergers in the evolution of these systems
(Bezanson et al. 2009; Naab et al. 2009; Hopkins et al. 2009a).
This problem was also analyzed by Eliche-Moral et al. (2010),
who modeled the evolution of luminosity function backward in
time for M  1011 M galaxies, selected according to their
colors (red/blue/total) and their morphologies. They find that
the observed luminosity function evolution can be naturally
explained by the observed gas-rich and dry major merger rates,
and that 50%–60% of today’s E/S0 in this mass range were
formed by major mergers at 0.8 < z < 1, with a small number
evolution since z = 0.8 (see also Cristóbal-Hornillos et al. 2009;
Ilbert et al. 2010). Note that the gas-rich major merger fractions
assumed by Eliche-Moral et al. (2010) are those from L09 for
B-band-selected galaxies (MB  −20), which were obtained
in a similar way as the merger fractions used through this
paper.
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This makes M∗ ∼ 1011 M (Pérez-González et al. 2008) a
transition mass at z  1: at higher masses major mergers are an
important process in the evolution of ET galaxies, while at lower
masses other mechanisms dominate the observed evolution (see
also Drory & Alvarez 2008; van der Wel et al. 2009; Oesch et al.
2009).
5.2. Which Processes are Responsible for Early-type Rise?
Since gas-rich major mergers are not the dominant process
in the late- to early-type transformation at intermediate masses,
two possibilities remain: minor mergers and secular processes.
We measure the structure in the B-band rest frame, so the
increase in the Sérsic index that we observe can be either the
result of an increase in the mass of the spheroidal component
of the galaxies, or due to the decline of the star formation in the
disk of LTs. In the former, minor mergers increase the Sérsic
index of galaxies (Eliche-Moral et al. 2006), and multiple minor
mergers can lead to ETs (Bournaud et al. 2007; Hopkins et al.
2009b), while secular evolution, e.g. bars and disk instabilities,
produces pseudobulges (Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004; Fisher
et al. 2009; Combes 2009). In the latter, minor mergers can
modify the gas distribution of the galaxy, shutting down the
star formation (Bekki 1998), whereas gas exhaustion or the
prevention of star formation due to the stabilization of the gas
in a bulge-dominated galaxy (morphological quenching; Martig
et al. 2009) is an example of a secular process. To obtain new
clues about ET evolution, we study the star formation properties
of ET and LT galaxies in GOODS-S in a forthcoming paper (C.
López-Sanjuan et al. 2010, in preparation).
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the structure of MB  −20 and M 
1010 M galaxies in GOODS-S at z  1. We use the position
of galaxies in the concentration–asymmetry plane to segregate
them in ET galaxies (bulge dominated, E/S0/Sa), LT galaxies
(disk dominated and irregular, Sb-Irr), and gas-rich major
mergers (see L09, for details). We find that
1. the ET fraction increases with cosmic time in both
luminosity- and mass-selected samples, while LT fractions
decrease;
2. the number density of LT MB  −20 galaxies decreases
with cosmic time, while ET number density is roughly
constant. We infer that star formation is located primarily
in late spirals and irregulars, instead that in major merger
systems. These systems account for a ∼20%–30% of the
total star formation rate in the range 0.4  z < 1.1, while
the star formation triggered directly by interactions in this
tri
range is fSF,m
∼ 8%;
3. the number density of ET M  1010 M galaxies increases
by a factor of 5 since z ∼ 1. This implies that we need a
structural transformation in the range 0 < z < 1 between
LT galaxies, which form stars actively, and ET galaxies, in
which stellar mass is located;
4. when we compare the observed structural evolution with the
gas-rich merger rate in the range 0 < z < 1, we obtain that
only ∼20% of the newly formed ET galaxies that appear
since z = 1 can be gas-rich major merger remnants, whereas
in the range 1 < z < 1.5 these mergers can explain all the
inferred structural evolution. This suggests minor mergers
and secular processes as the principal mechanisms in the
rise of intermediate-mass (M ∼ 4 × 1010 M ) ET galaxies
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since z ∼ 1, while gas-rich major mergers may be the
dominant process at higher redshifts (z  1) and masses
(M  1011 M ).
We study the star formation properties of GOODS-S galaxies
in a forthcoming paper (C. López-Sanjuan et al. 2010, in
preparation) to obtain new clues about ETs rise since z ∼ 1.
In addition, the study of structure in red bands, more related to
the stellar mass than the B band used in this paper, are needed
to understand which phenomenon (bulge growth or disk fading)
is responsible for the observed structural evolution.
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